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Abstract We show for the first time, with direct, multispacecraft calculations of electric current density, and other methods, matched signatures of field-aligned currents (FACs) sampled simultaneously near the ionosphere at low (~500 km altitude) orbit and in the magnetosphere at medium (~2.5 RE altitude) orbits using a particular Swarm and Cluster conjunction. The Cluster signatures are interpreted and ordered through joint mapping of the ground/magnetospheric footprints and estimation of the auroral zone boundaries (taken as indication of the boundaries of Region 1 and Region 2 currents). We find clear evidence of both small-scale and large-scale FACs and clear matching of the behavior and structure of the large-scale currents at both Cluster and Swarm. The methodology is made possible through the joint operations of Cluster and Swarm, which contain, in the first several months of Swarm operations, a number of close three-spacecraft configurations.

1. Introduction

The Earth’s ring current and large-scale (R1/R2) field-aligned currents (FACs) have been studied for many decades and represent the dominant influence on the geomagnetic field and on the transport of energy and momentum, respectively. FACs, in particular, are therefore fundamentally important for an understanding of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, yet until recently, have not been directly spatially measured, although signatures of FACs have been extensively reported [McPherron et al., 1973; Shiokawa et al., 1998; Cao et al., 2010]. In addition, the form of the FACs, flowing along near-Earth field lines, has a highly time-dependent signature, depending on their scale size, so that separation of the temporal and spatial nature has been notoriously difficult [Lühr et al., 2015; Stasiewicz et al., 2000]. Nevertheless, a vast amount of previous studies has been formed, based mainly on single spacecraft or indirect observations, since their first identification [Zmuda et al., 1966, 1967; Iijima and Potemra, 1976]. Most studies have been forced to make assumptions of time stationarity (to apply dB/dt to a spatial estimate) or geometry (such as infinite sheets). At higher magnetospheric distances some multispacecraft analysis is possible [e.g., Marchaudon et al., 2009; Slavin et al., 2008], and indeed, the distributed multispacecraft capability of Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment [Anderson et al., 2000], although limited in accuracy, is providing global features of FACs. Although statistical, multispacecraft studies have been performed previously [e.g., Gjerloev et al., 2011], detailed resolution of individual FAC structure with close formations of spacecraft at both low- and medium-Earth orbits has not been performed until the advent of the multispacecraft Swarm and Cluster missions.

The three Swarm [Friis-Christensen et al., 2008] spacecraft, named A, B, and C, were launched on 22 November 2013 and have been placed into phased, circular, low-Earth (LEO) polar orbits since the start of full science operations on 17 April 2014. Two spacecraft (A/C) are flying side by side at a mean high-latitude altitude of 481 km (during the time of the event), with orbital periods of ~94 min, while the third spacecraft (B) flies at a relatively drifting, slightly higher orbit at ~531 km altitude, with a slightly different orbital period of ~95 min. At the start of science operations the orbit planes were closely aligned so that the three spacecraft flew close to each other at times, where this close configuration repeats every few days. The polar orbits take the Swarm spacecraft through the auroral regions and across the polar cap at high
latitudes and sample all local times in about 132 days (spacecraft A/C), similar to the coverage of the CHAMP spacecraft [Reigber et al., 2002].

Cluster [Escoubet et al., 2001] has been operating since February 2001 and still has a fully operational complement of magnetometers [Balogh et al., 2001] and other instrumentation on all four spacecraft. At the start of the Swarm operations, the four Cluster spacecraft were flying in tilted, eccentric orbits, with perigee heights ranging between 3 and 4 Rs. For several hours around perigee, Cluster passes through the Earth’s ring current and often passes through the region of high-latitude large-scale field-aligned currents (FACs) above and below the ring plane (magnetic equator). The Swarm orbital planes drift relatively to Cluster at about 131 (spacecraft A/C) and 108 (spacecraft B) deg/yr so that the alignment with the Cluster orbit slowly changes throughout the mission. In order to enhance the coordination between the missions, the Cluster configuration was optimized to achieve the smallest and most compact configuration in the equatorial plane.

Here we explore one particular conjunction using multispacecraft analysis (adapting the methods of Dunlop et al. [1988, 2002], Ritter and Lühr [2006], and Ritter et al. [2013]), which assists the identification of the current signatures in each data set. We also employ a recently developed method [Xiong et al., 2014; Xiong and Lühr, 2014] to identify crossings of the expected poleward and equatorward auroral boundaries (taken as the maximum gradient in R1 and R2 FAC power) and employ their statistical model of the form of these boundaries (derived from small- and medium-scale FACs using 10 years of CHAMP magnetic field data) to help order both data sets.

2. Methodology

We use spin averaged data from the fluxgate magnetometers (FGM) onboard Cluster [Balogh et al., 2001] and 1 Hz level 1b data (https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/swarm/data-access) from the Vector Fluxgate Magnetometers (VFM) [Friis-Christensen et al., 2008] on Swarm. The orbits of the spacecraft from both missions in principle allow spatial gradient estimates of magnetic field measurements to be made. Depending on the spacecraft configuration, the four Cluster spacecraft allow a direct calculation of the curl of the magnetic field, thereby providing an estimate of all components of the electric current density [Dunlop et al., 1988, 2002; Robert et al., 1998]. The three Swarm spacecraft, even when flying in close formation, allow only a partial estimate of the current density (i.e., one component, normal to the plane of the configuration, see also Shen et al. [2012] and Vogt and Marghitu [2009]), unless the magnetic field is assumed to be stationary. In particular, if the magnetic field is assumed not to vary on short time scales of a few up to 20 s at LEO and is suitably filtered, then adjacent (time shifted) positions of the spacecraft can add to the number of spatial positions used to estimate the differences in the magnetic field between each position (see Ritter and Lühr, 2006) as applied to the A-C low pair of Swarm spacecraft flying side by side for calculation of field-aligned current). Here we apply a generalization of this methodology to produce two-, three-, and four-point spacecraft estimates of current density from the basic three-point spacecraft spatial configuration of Swarm.

In Figure 1a, the magnetic field values taken at the earlier times of the shifted positions A′ and C′ combined with those taken at the time of the A, B, and C positions provide a measurement set from up to five spatial points, from which the magnetic gradients (and curl B in particular) may be estimated (in principle, the position of B could also be time shifted). By selecting groups of three or four spacecraft (as well as using the spatial array ABC), a “curlometer” estimate can be made such that three spacecraft positions form one plane in Figure 1a, yielding the current density component normal to the plane, and four spacecraft form a tetrahedron, recovering the full curlometer estimate and yielding the full vector current density. In the case of four spacecraft the quality parameter from div B can also be estimated. The curlometer estimate provides a stable result point by point in time, and the quality of the estimate can be tracked by div B/curl B, for example. Clearly, if the three Swarm spacecraft are close together, as shown here, different tetrahedral configurations may be selected and the five positions provide some redundancy in the calculation. The stability and sensitivity of these methods will be described in a future paper; however, we find that the optimal time shift for this event was ~20 s.

Nevertheless, a number of points should be noted. First, for groups of three spacecraft, or nearly planar configurations (ACA′C′), only one current density component is found so that the field-aligned current is
only obtained from the projection of this component onto the field-aligned direction (this is true also for the standard Level 2 A-C data product in the Swarm data set [Ritter et al., 2013], i.e., using the plane formed by AA′, CC′). Second, each group of spacecraft results in a current density estimate, which relates to a particular barycenter (center of volume of the configuration [see Harvey, 1998]) so that the combination of different groups of spacecraft refers to slightly different times, allowing the degree of stationarity of the measurement to be probed, in principle. For the configuration in Figure 1a, both four- and three-spacecraft estimates can be cross compared. The combination of Swarm A, B, and C produces a purely spatial estimate but forms a slightly tilted plane to the A, C orbit tracks (resulting in smaller-amplitude

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the multispacecraft technique as applied to Swarm measurements. The three Swarm spacecraft, A, B, and C are drawn relative to the orbit of Swarm A for a particular time. The positions A′ and C′ are positions at a slightly earlier time. For nominal operations, the spacecraft A and C fly side by side along similar orbits having slightly different local times (which crossover as the spacecraft fly over the poles). Swarm B is flying at a slightly higher altitude and in this example lags behind the A-C pair. (b): The orbits of Cluster and Swarm relative to the Earth in GSM coordinates on the 22 April 2014, projected into (left) ZXGSM and (right) YXGSM. The Earth is shown as a circle with model geomagnetic field lines shown for guidance in the ZX projection. The Cluster configurations are shown enlarged by a factor of 3 relative to the orbit track of C1. The insets show zoomed views of the Swarm spacecraft configurations, projected into each plane, enlarged by a factor of 5 relative to the orbit of Swarm A. The Cluster colors are: C1-black, C2-red, C3-green, and C4-blue, while the Swarm colors are A-black, B-red, and C-green.
projections parallel to the field) and corresponds to the leading time of measurement (resulting in a small time shift in the signature). In the analysis below, these points should be borne in mind.

3. Event Analysis

On 22 April 2014 a close conjunction between the Cluster and Swarm arrays occurred. Figure 1b (right) shows that Cluster was flying from dawn to dusk through midnight local time during the few hours around 04:00 UT and passed from low to high invariant magnetic latitudes (MLAT) at around midnight local time, and at 2.5 RE altitude, before falling again to low latitudes and passing through the magnetic equator (Figure 1b, left). During part of this interval (~03:55–04:25 UT), the Swarm spacecraft flew through the auroral zone and across the polar cap in a close configuration (~100–150 km separation) of all three spacecraft (see inset in Figure 1b (right)). For the period of interest here, the Cluster configurations were such that three spacecraft (C1, C3, and C4) were close together (~1000 km separation) and in a plane nearly perpendicular to the magnetospheric field, while the fourth spacecraft, C2-red, lay farther away (at ~5000 km separation from the others). The Swarm configurations show the crossover of the orbits just after 04:10 UT, and the inset in Figure 1b (left) also shows that Swarm and Cluster came into close magnetic alignment just before 04:10 UT where Swarm flew under the magnetic footprint of Cluster and shows the slightly higher altitude of the Swarm B spacecraft.

An overview of the current signatures is shown in Figure 2, for two Swarm orbits covering the interval of interest, where Swarm crosses first the southern then northern polar regions in each orbit. The Cluster estimates show that the FACs grow initially negative just after 03:45 UT and remain so until 04:00 UT, where $J_{||}$ turns slightly positive, and remains small until about 04:10 UT, when $J_{||}$ starts to grow again negative. A sharp change in $J_{||}$ occurs at around 04:55 UT.

Figure 3 shows the mapped orbits of both Swarm and Cluster (we use ground magnetic footprints, from Tsyganenko, T89 model [Tsyganenko, 1989], to obtain a stable, relative position) and confirms that the footprint of Swarm crosses the Cluster orbit footprint between 04:05 and 04:07 UT. The orbit tracks are plotted relative to fitted auroral boundaries. The latitudes of these equatorward and poleward boundaries both depend, but in different ways, on magnetic activity, forming well-defined ellipses around the magnetic poles, and expand with increasing activity. The basic shape is controlled by the dayside merging electric field, fitted statistically as ellipses to CHAMP data for different conditions by Xiong et al. [2014] and
We plot the ellipses here for the times of the midpoints of the Swarm positions indicated by colored dots on the Swarm orbit (Cluster positions are indicated by triangles). The mapped locations for Cluster 1, 3, and 4 cover the same scale as the Swarm array, so that the FACs are approximately covered on the same relative scale at each location. The analysis of the FAC intensity, using the method of Xiong et al. [2014], has been directly applied to the Swarm data for this interval, where the times indicated along the right-hand Swarm track correspond to the actual estimates of the maximum gradient in FAC intensity.

The Cluster orbit is drawn from 03:40 to 05:00 UT, and both the Cluster and Swarm tracks are color coded with time. The orbits cross at about the same UT (Cluster crosses the magnetic local time (MLT) of Swarm a few minutes earlier than the Swarm flyover), and Cluster moves from lower (~70°) to higher (~75°) MLAT, and back to lower MLAT, as it moves across MLT. Cluster enters the region of negative parallel current, shown in Figure 2, as it approaches and crosses the S2 boundary just after 03:45 UT (at MLAT = 71°) and as it approaches the boundary again, crossing just after 04:55 UT and at MLAT = 67° (consistent with the connectivity of R2 large-scale currents for this dawn-side local time). At the higher MLAT = 75° positions, Cluster approaches the S1 boundary where it shows zero or positive $J_{||}$ (between ~04:00 and 04:15 UT).

Meanwhile, on the first northern track on the right, Swarm enters a region of FACs as it crosses the S2 boundary initially at 04:04 UT (MLAT = 71°), which continue over the pass and are broadly consistent with the expected S1 and S2 boundaries as drawn, although other current systems are present. This first northern Swarm pass therefore occurs just after Cluster reaches high latitudes, while the second period of negative $J_{||}$ on cluster occurs while Swarm is in the south. We therefore select the period 03:40–04:20 UT, which contains the first large-scale FAC at Cluster and the northern pass of Swarm, for detailed analysis.

We refer below to large-scale and small-scale FACs to correspond to scale sizes at Swarm altitudes of >150 km and <150 km, respectively.

Figure 4 shows more detailed estimates of the currents seen by Swarm using one-, two-, three-, and four-spacecraft calculations from the configurations shown in Figure 1b and as constructed from the time shift methods described in section 2. The lower set of panels show the whole northern pass of Swarm, as shown in Figure 2 (but over the core time interval 04:03–04:19 UT), while the inset (upper graphs) show the first short burst of FACs on Swarm (during which Swarm crosses the Cluster orbit), containing the ascending crossings of the S1/S2 boundaries (as indicated), which have been determined from the position of maximum gradients in FAC power. It can be seen from Figure 2 that these crossings correspond to the model boundary position for S2 and near the position of the S1 boundary. The other vertical lines in the lower set of panels are drawn to mark the different positions along the Swarm orbit, where the dashed line at 04:11 UT corresponds to the position of the A/C and B orbit crossover (as indicated in Figure 1b), while the A, C spacecraft cross at 04:12:30 UT. The last vertical line at 04:14 UT can be seen to correspond to the first drop in size of the FACs and corresponds to the descending position of the S2 oval as drawn on Figure 2.
The FAC estimates are best seen in the top set of panels. Here the top two panels show single-spacecraft signatures, which have similar, time shifted profiles corresponding to the relative positions of spacecraft A, B, and C as they cross the region: Swarm A and C are almost side by side, while Swarm B lags behind (~25 s). It is also apparent that Swarm B, at a slightly higher altitude, sees a lower amplitude signature, particularly in the filtered trace. The third panel shows the smoothed, time shifted calculation for the pair of A/C spacecraft (after Ritter et al. [2013]) in black, the full four time-shifted spacecraft curlometer estimate in red, and the three-spacecraft estimate from A, B, and C configuration (in blue). Note that the three-spacecraft estimate provides the $J$ normal to the ABC plane, which is tilted with respect to the FACs, so that the FA projection has a lower amplitude to that of the four-point estimate of the parallel component of the full current density vector, $J$. The signatures of each estimate in the third panel are similar but are also time shifted since the barycenter, and hence effective time, of the estimate is slightly...
different for each. In the lower set of panels it can be seen that the larger-scale features are better revealed by the filtered single-spacecraft estimates; however, the three- and four-spacecraft estimates also provide values throughout the interval, and although similar, there are differences in detail between the estimates.

In order to track and compare these FAC features to those seen at Cluster, in Figure 5 we plot the Swarm and Cluster signatures in terms of their MLAT position. The Swarm plot corresponds to the time interval ~04:05–04:07:30 UT, which contains the FACs seen between the S1 and S2 boundaries, while Cluster is plotted for the whole interval as it moves from MLAT = 71° and back again (03:30–04:40 UT). In this comparison it needs to be borne in mind that there is a MLT difference between Cluster and Swarm, which develops through the interval. Nevertheless, it can be seen that there are distinct features which appear. For Swarm, we see that the single-spacecraft estimates contain two clear time-independent signatures. The first is a large-scale (compared to the separation of the Swarm Satellites, i.e., approximately 150 km) feature between MLAT = 74° and 76° since it is sampled at the same position by each spacecraft as it flies through. The amplitude at the height of Swarm B is slightly reduced. The second (MLAT = 72° and 73°) is a small-scale structure since it is sampled at different MLAT positions by each spacecraft, implying limited (longitudinal) extent on the scale of the spacecraft separation.

For the multispacecraft analysis in the third panel, it can be seen that the three-spacecraft Swarm estimates derived from the ABC configuration (blue trace) broadly agree with the Swarm B signature in the second panel, while the four-spacecraft curlometer (red trace) show a more pronounced signature (since it is derived from the full vector current estimate). Note that since the barycenters of the multispacecraft estimates differ slightly, there is no exact correspondence in MLAT. The Cluster traces show the signatures as the Cluster array moves from 71° to 75° (dark blue trace) and then back to 71° (light blue trace). The dark blue trace corresponds most closely in time with Swarm between 74° and 75° and shows a very similar profile in MLAT to the four-spacecraft estimate from Swarm (red trace, third panel). The two Cluster estimates (from four-and three-spacecraft calculations) serve to show the change in the effective location.

Figure 5. Mapped MLAT (in SM coordinates) values of Swarm and Cluster FACs. The top three panels correspond to the same set of FAC estimates as shown in the top set of panels in Figure 5. The bottom two panels show the Cluster FACs estimated by the full curlometer and from one face formed by C1, C3, and C4 (as in the bottom two panels of Figure 4).
of the measurement (the configurations in Figure 1b show that spacecraft C2 significantly shifts the effective mean position of Cluster). Nevertheless, the profiles show a remarkable similarity to Swarm and at similar MLAT positions, allowing for the slight shift in MLT between the spacecraft arrays. It is therefore probable that Cluster is sampling the same large-scale FAC as Swarm. The amplitudes of the FAC are also consistent: based on the expansion of the field lines, the FA current sheet cross section should scale by about a factor of ~60 between the Swarm and Cluster altitudes. We find that the amplitudes of current densities at Swarm and Cluster are ~1.3 μA m⁻² and 20 nA m⁻², respectively, giving a ratio of ~65. We would not expect the small-scale structure seen by Swarm at 73° to map to Cluster positions in any coherent manner, and indeed, there is no clear signature seen by Cluster at this position.

4. Conclusion

We have analyzed a close magnetic conjunction between the Swarm and Cluster spacecraft arrays, where three Swarm spacecraft are flying in close formation and the Cluster configuration is elongated but is well aligned to the background magnetic field direction. This data set therefore allows detailed, multispacecraft analysis of the magnetic field measurements at both the Swarm and Cluster locations. We have therefore been able to identify for the first time at low (~500 km altitude) Earth orbit (just above the typical F₂ peak of the ionosphere) the spatial form of the field-aligned current density and have been able to match these signatures to those seen at Cluster (located at higher altitudes ~3.5 Re from Earth center) in the magnetosphere. The Cluster signatures are interpreted and ordered through joint mapping of the ground magnetospheric footprints and estimation of the auroral zone boundaries (taken as indication of the boundaries of Region 1 and Region 2 currents). We find clear evidence of both small-scale and large-scale FACs, and clear matching of the behavior and structure of the large-scale currents at both Cluster and Swarm. The methodology is made possible through the joint operations of Cluster and Swarm, which contain, in the first several months of Swarm operations, a number of close three-spacecraft configurations. The analysis has been performed by adapting the curlometer technique to the configurations and magnetic environment at Swarm, and the comparison of C1, C2, C3, and C4 point analysis has allowed the separation of temporal and spatial behavior to be probed to some degree. In addition, the four-spacecraft technique allows an estimate of all components of the current density to be made, so that perpendicular current signatures may also be investigated alongside the field-aligned currents. This allows the Hall current signatures to be investigated directly and will be the subject of future work.
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